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Abstract: Recent cellular and molecular studies of memory storage suggest that experience dependent 

modulation of synaptic strength and structure is a fundamental mechanism bywhich the diverse forms of 

memory are encoded and stored. For memory storage, sometype of synaptic growth is thought to represent the 

stable cellular change that maintainsthe long-term process. In its most general form, the synaptic plasticity and 

memoryhypothesis states that activity-dependent synaptic plasticity is induced at appropriatesynapses during 

memory formation and is both necessary and sufficient for the information storage underlying the type of 

memory mediated by the brain area in which thatplasticity is observed. 

 

MEMORY FORMATION 

The capacity to form, retain, and use memories is a fundamental property of the brain essential for 

survival in all organisms. Humans have a rich array of memories associated with emotion, acquired 

skills and habits, facts about life and addictions. How do we form memories; how are they encoded 

and stored in the brain? To process and store a lifetime of memories, some form of plasticity in the 

brain is required. Following Hebb’s dual-trace theory [1], it is now believed that memories are 

encoded as dynamic spatiotemporal patterns of synchronized cellular activity within widespread 

neural networks and that this dynamic activity progressively results in altered patterns of connectivity 

among the neurons. Within this framework, any memory representation would correspond with 

specific sets of patterns of activity in overlapping networks.  

As was fully recognized by Hebb, a major problem in the neurobiology of memory is discovering how 

the activation of neurons in the brain leads to the formation of knowledge and actions. How, that is, 

do cells collude with brain systems to produce memories that enable changes in behaviour? He 

proposed that experience-induced changes in neuronal firing could provide a starting point for an 

explanation. Part of the answer was given by Bliss and Lomo [2] who showed that brief activation of 

hippocampal cells induced a change in the connectivity of existing synaptic connections with other 

cells — a finding now well-known as long-term potentiation (LTP). Various forms of LTP and the 

reverse effect, long-term depression (LTD) have been the subjects of extensive investigations for 

several decades. The quest of such research is to find synaptic mechanisms mediating the creation of 

Hebb synapses that may provide cellular bases for memory. 

LTP & LTD 

Many features of LTP as a phenomenon make it a compelling candidate for the synaptic processes 

underlying neural information storage. First, LTP is induced rapidly. Soon after its induction, LTP 

appears within minutes. Hanse and Gustafsson [3] suggested that it develops incrementally, reaching 

asymptotic levels by approximately 5 to 20 s, depending upon the synapse studied. Another feature is 

that LTP is associative. If high frequency stimulation of one set of afferents induces LTP, individual 

active synapses can also be recruited to express LTP — provided that the synapse is coactive. Another 

feature of LTP is that it is remarkably persistent. LTP in the hippocampal formation can persist from 

hours to weeks or months, depending upon the stimulation parameters. In intact animals, LTP is 

decremental and usually decays within 1 to 2 weeks [4]. 

Other mechanisms that permit either the reversal or the inverse of LTP are likely to be necessary. 

Such a phenomenon is observed at the same synapses that display LTP and is termed LTD. LTD was 

noted in early studies, although its possible role in information storage was only suggested by 

Barrionuevo et al. [5] in the early 1980s. In contrast to LTP, distinct forms of LTD were noted early 

on in these studies, as evidenced by the distinct mechanisms of their induction. Homosynaptic LTD is 

used todescribe LTD that follows synaptic activity and typically is induced by repetitive low 
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frequency (0.5 to 5 Hz) stimulation. LTD also is observed when either synaptic activity or LTP occurs 

at neighboring synapses. This form of LTD is referred to as heterosynaptic in that it is observed at 

synapses that are not potentiated. The diversity of types or forms of LTD induction mechanisms may 

reflect distinct roles for these forms of plasticity in hippocampal function and memory. 

ADDICTION & MEMORY 

It is not surprising that the evidence accumulated over the last decade demonstrates that drugs of 

abuse can co-opt synaptic plasticity mechanisms in brain circuits involved in reinforcement and 

reward processing. Indeed, an influential hypothesis is that addiction represents a pathological, yet 

powerful, form of learning and memory [6,7]. Although the brain circuitry underlying addiction is 

complex, it is unequivocal that the mesolimbic dopamine system, consisting of the ventral tegmental 

area (VTA) and nucleus accumbens (NAc), as well as associated limbic structures, are critical 

substrates 

for the neural adaptations that underlie addiction. It is also clear that the interactions 

between addictive drugs and synaptic plasticity in different brain regions will contribute 

to specific aspects of addiction, such as craving, withdrawal and relapse. Moreover, because of 

advances in our understanding, and the societal importance, of the neurobiology of addiction, this 

topic 

has been the subject of numerous reviews in both the basic science and clinical literatures. 

CONCLUSION 

Although various studies try to show the mechanisms of addiction, still there is a need for much more 

studies. This gap between what we know and what we don’t know can be rapidly decreased by 

computational approach in neural addictive biology. Models depending on the current knowledge can 

be developed and the voids of uncertainties can be filled. Recently, Bhatt and Kumar [8] described 

how morphine is able to block LTPGABA and induce addiction. Thus, studies in this direction will lead 

to better and faster understanding of addiction. 
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